CHAPTER XII.
RECAPITULhTION AND CONCLUSION.

THEobscurity and complexity of the phenomena af
heredity afford no ground for tlie belief that the subject
is outside tlie legitimate province of scientific inquiry.
The existence, in a simple and unspecialized egg, of the
potentiality of a highly organized and delicately adjnsted
animal, with special functions, instincts and powers of
adaptation, with tlie capacity for establishing and perpetuating harmonious relations to the clitlnging conditions of the world around it, is certainly one of the
most profonnd problems of the material universe.
The fertilized egg is one of the greatest wonders within oiir knowledge, but this is no reason for refraining
from studying it.
If we believe that living things lime become wliat thcy
now are by a process of gradual evolution, and that tliey
owe their cliaracteristics to the influences to which'they
have been exposed in tlie past, we must believe that tlie
properties of the egg arc capable of explanation, as far as
these determining causes are open to study.
If we accept tlie generalizations of modern science,
and hold that an unicellular ovum is homologous with
and is descended from a remote ancestral unicellular
organism, and that its properties have been gradiially
acquired by the natural selection of favorable variations,
we must believe that the origin of its properties is 3s
much within our reach as the origin of species.
Tlic most proniiiient characteristic of heredity is that
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it may be brought about not only by tlie varions forms of
asexual reproduction, but also by tlie sexual union of
two reproductive elements, each of which is liomologous
with the other cells of the body.
In the lower aninials and plants the cells mliich thus
unite with each other, or conjugate, are similar in form,
and probably in function also; but i n a11 the higher
organisms the male cell is very different from the ovum
in form, size, and structure, as well as its mode of
origin.
The prcsent structure of each organism is the resnltant
of two factors, wliicli we niay call adlierelice to type aiid
adnl3titt ion to iiem conditions, or if the nse of t e r m withoiit teleological implicatioas is desired, we may speak of
them :IS heredity and variibtion, or we may follow Haecliel and call tlieni memory of past experiences, and perception of new relations. The precise ternis to be used is a
matter of little consequence. Tlie cssential thing is the
recognition nf the fact that each organism is tlie resultant
of two factors, and tliet evolution is two-sided. An
animal is wliat it is because i t has the power to hold on to
tile cxperiences and adaptations which fitted its parents
for their place i n nature, and the parents acquired those
peculiaritics in virtue of their pomcrs to gradually adjust
their structure and habits to their environment.
Tliis is the morphological side of erolution. Looking
at it from its dyiiariiical or functional side, we notice
that each step in tlic process of advancement has been
remliccl by divergent specialization and by p11ysiologic:~l
division of labor. Animals diverge from each other by
acqniring the power to occupy different fields, to procure
and use different kiuds of food, to exist in different
media, etc., and the organs and tissues and cells of a
highly specialized animal or plant are adapted to perform
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definite, restricted functions exactly and efficiently,
while each part of a low organism fills maiiy offices, but
fills them all imperfectly.
We find in all except the lowest organisms that heredity is brought about by two dissimilar reproductive
elements, and we find that each organism is the resultant
of two factors-heredity and variation.
It is natuxal to inquire whether there may not be some
connection between these two relations; wlietlier the
natural selection of favorable variations has not acted
upon the reproductive elements as it has upon the mature
organisms; mlietlier it has not brought about a pliysiological division of labor between these elements; whether
their originally similar functions have not gradiially
become specialize$ until one has become tlie conserrati\ e
medium, and tlie other the agent of progress in Iiercdity.
According t o tlie view advocated in this book, such
has actually been the history of the evolution of sex,
and natural selection has evolved, in all the higher
organisms, a secondary law of heredity, mliicli enables it
to do its morlr rapidly and effectirely, with little waste.
I n the metazon and in the higher plants, natural
selcction is not a crude, rough ‘‘ hit or miss” method of
evolution, for the law of heredity, itself a result of the
law of natural selection, is that the ovum is tlie vehicle
of heredity, while gemmnles or cell germs from cells in all
parts of the body, are transmitted to the ovum by the
male cell, thus causing variation when and where it is
needed.
This view is opposed to the conclusion of many high
antliorities that there is no difference in the functions of
the sexual elements, but exaniination shows that the
reasons which they have given for this conclusion admit
of another simple explanation.
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Darwin’s rcason for his Etatcmcnt that each sexual
elcrnent has tlte power to ti-ansniit every singlc chwracteristic of the parent form, and that it is an error to suppose
that the male transmits certain chnrnctrrs and tlic fcjrnde
other chmictcrs, is that when lijbrids arc paired and bred
inter so, the characters of either grandparent often reappear in the progeny.
A little thought willsliow that it is impossible to prove
any such conclnsion in this may. If two animals which
differ from each other in cvcry rcspect could be made to
cross, the m u l t mould fnrnish concltisire eyidcnce as to
the correctness or incor~ectncssof Darwin’s statement,
but in any possible cross the parents are essentially alike,
and they diEer only in minor features of recent acqnisition. The possibility of parthenogenesis proves that the
ovum does transmit the entire orgauizatim, bnt it isimpo3siblc to show, from the plienoniena of crossing, that
the male elcrnent has the same power.
Tlie reason given by HUXICY
for his opinion that an
animal inherits every characteristic of each parent, is that
the ovum and the male cell are homologons with each
other, and that all the cells of the body are descended, by
a process of division, from the compound germ which is
formea by their nnion.
Homology, or similarity of origin, is no ground for
assuming similarity of function, and the fact that the
male cell and the egg are homologous with each other is
no reason ~vhateverfor a belief that their parts in heredity are alike.
The fact that either sex ay, under certain circumstances, acquire t hc secondary sexual characters of the
otlier, seems at first sight to show tliat the mhole organization of the male exists in a potential and latent state
in the body of every female, and that the whole organi-
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zation of the female is latcnt i n ewry male; that each
individual is a complete double person. If we accept
this conclusion i t is only logical to conclude that tlie
power to revert or acqiiire tlie characteristics of remote
ancestors provcs the existence, in a latent state, in encll
individnal, of the coriiplete organization of each of a
long series of ancestors of both sexes.
This snttle metaphysical conception is so foreign to
t h e methods and tendencies of modem thought, that
when we conipnre i t with Hunter’s simple and definite
statement that the natural history characteristics of any
species of animal are to be found in those properties that
are common to both sexes, there does not seem to be any
room for choice. Tlie view that each individnal inlicrits all tlie characteristics of the species, and tliat tlie distinctive characteristics of tlie male are arrested in ccrtain ones, while tlie distinctive features of the female
remain latent in others, furnislies a simple and adcqnate
explanation of the facts, and remoyes all neccssity for
tile subtle, complex and unthinkable, compouiid personality ligpothesis.
In tliis connection the interesting and practical question, wlist determines the sex of the embryo, can hardly fail to suggest itself to the reader. I have rchaincd
from a discussion of this important paint in the body of
this work, as i t has no direct bearing upon our ni~gumcnt
and I have no solntion to oeer. A s I liavc so far omi ttctl
all reference to tlie subject, 1 will take occasion now to
call attention. in tliis connection, t o the facts detailed on
pp. 55-69. Tlie render will see tliat all female bces arc
born from fertilized eggs, and all male bees from nnfertilized eggs; wliile tlie unfertilized eggs of t3aplinia gire rise
to females only, and in many of the gall wasps both males
and females are born from parthonogenetic eggs. There-
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is no necessary or constant connection between the fertilization of the egg and the sex of the embryo, and the
conclusion which I have reached from the study of these
cases and of oiir scanty information upon the subject
from other sources, is that sex is not determined by any
constant law; that in certain animals and plttnts the sex
of the embryo is determined by certain conditions, while
in other groups it is determined by quite different conditions.
However this may be, it is obvious that since perfect
males and perfect females may arise from eggs which
are fertilized, and also from eggs which are not fertilized, the necessity for fertilization does not come from
the necessity for transmitting to the offspring the organization of each parent.
A review of the opinions and reasoning of various authors shows that there is no good ground for believing
that the two reproductive elements play simjlar parts in
heredity and transmit every cliaracteristic of each parent. I t is impossible to prove i t by the phenomena of
crossing, since the only animals which can be made to
cross are essentially alike, and differ only in minor points.
The homology between the ovum and the male cell is no
reason. for supposing that their functions are similar.
There is no reason for assuming that each sex transmits
its entire organization to the offspring, since the latent
transmission of secondary sexual characters can be wore
simply explained by assuming that each embryo inherits,
but does not necessarily develop, all the characteristics
of its species.
Reversion and alternation of generations admit of
a similar explanation, and we may conclude that there
is and can be no proof that each sexual element transmits
all the characteristics of the parent. There is therefore
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no a priori absurdity in the hypothesis that the ovnni and
the male cell fill different offices. While there is 110 reason for believing that the functions of these elements
are alike, there are ninny reasons for believing that this is
not the case; for example, the almost universal occurrence of differences in f&m, size, and structure; the
possibility of pdrthenogenesis; the differences between
reciprocal hybrids; the fact that the offspring of a male
hybrid and a female of a pure species is much more
variable than the offspring of a female hybrid by the
male of apure species; and the fact that a part Fhich is
more developed or is of more functional importance in
the male parent than it is in the female parent, is much
more apt to vary in the offspring than n part which is
more developed or more important in the mother than it
is in the father.
I n the absence of all evidence to the contrary I think
we may safely conclude from this positive evidence that a
division of physiological labor has arisen during the evolution of life, and that the functions of the reproductive
elements have became specialized in divergent directions.
The only way to discover the exact nature of this
specialization is to study the influence of each element
separately, and the comparison of sexual with asexual reproduction is the best available method of doing
this, since asexual reproduction is essentially reproduction without a male element, while sexual reproduction
is reproduction with a male element.
Organisms produced from fertilized ova differ from
those produced asexually only in their greater tendency
to vary, and the hypothesis that the male element has
become specialized for the transmission of n tendency to
vary naturally suggests itself. Variation is not dependent upon fertilization, for plants produced from buds
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vary as well as those born from fertilized seeds, although
bud variatioiis are extremely rare as compared with seedling variations.
I n any attempt to frame an hypothesis of heredity we
must therefore recognize all the following facts : that
the two reproductive elements are homologous, and that
their functions were originally alike; that the possibility
of parthenogenesis, together with many other well ascertained facts, shows that their functions are not alike, in
the higher orgaiiisms, a t present; that their present
functions are due to divergent specialization or physiological division of labor; that variation is possible without sexual union, but that the introduction of a male
element in reproduction greatly increases the frequency
of its occurrence.
Among tho unicellular organisms variability is provided for by conjugation, or the fusion of two entire individuals so that the new generation is derived from 8
compound germ which contains particles to represent all
the parts of the body of each parent. I n the metazoa
and the many celled plants the reproductive bodies are
localized and they are single cells, and there must therefore be some mechanism or organization in virtue of
which they represent cells from all parts of the body,
and thus provide for further variation.
These various considerations have led us to believe
that each cell of the organism inherits from its unicellular ancestow the power to throw off cell germs or
gemmules; that these germs penetrate to all parts of
the body, and that those which thus reach the developing reproductive elements insure variation, in the
next generation, in the cells which they represent; that
originally the two sexual elements were alike in function;
that each inherited from the fertilized ovum o€ the p r e
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ceding generation the power to give rise to a new organism with all tlie established hereditary cliaracteristics of
the race; and that each element also had, by virtue of
its contained gemmnles, the power to transmit variabili ty.
The existence, in each element, of the power to transmit the hereditary clinracteristics of the species is obviously superfluous, since the object of sexual union, the transmission of a tendency to vary, wonld be equally well secured if only one element hsd the power to transmit the
common characteristics of both parents. I therefore
believe that, as organisms gradiially increased in size, as
tlie number of cells in their bodics grew greater, and as
the differentiationand specialization of these cells became
more and more marked, one element, the male cell, became adapted for storing up gemmnles, and, at thesame
time, gradually lost its unnecessary and useless power to
transmit hereditary characteristics. This process was
gradual, and eveu in the highest animals the power of the
male cell to transmit heredicary characters does not seem
to be completely lost, although few traces of it remain.
I also suppose that natural selection has acted upon
the various cells of the body to restrain them from
throwing off unnecessary gemmnles, and that this power
is exercised only when a change in the surrounding world
renders variation necessary.
After framing this hypothesis the next step is to tesC
it by applying it to the various observed phenomena of
heredity in order to see how far it explains and interprets them. I have attempted to do this in chapters VI.
to X. of this book, and I think we are jtistified in conclnding, as the result of this review, that, while there are many
facts which the hypothesis does not explain, they are not
of such a character as to directly contradict it, while it
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does group and illuminate many classes of facts which
are quite inexplicable without it.
The evidence from hybrids seems to be strongly in its
favor, and it presents niany features wliich are perfectly
simplc and natural, according to onr view of heredity,
altliougli no oth'er explanation of them has ever been
offered.
Hybrids and mongrels are highly variable, as we
should expect from the fact that many of the cells of
their bodies must be placed under unnatural conditions,
and must therefore have a tendency to throw off gemmules. Darwin's pangenesis hypothesis accounts for
the variability of hybrids, but it does not account for
the very remarkable fact that hybrids from forms which
have loiig been cultivated or domesticated are more variiable than those from wild species or varieties, or for the
fact that the children of hybrids are more variable than
the hybrids themselves.
Our view not only explains the variability of hybrids,
but it also accounts for the excessive variability of hybrids from domesticated forms, and of the children of
hybrids, for domesticated animals and plants live under
unnatural conditions, and they are therefore more prolific of gemmnles than wild species, and as the body of
a male hybrid is a new thing tlic cells will be much more
likely than those of the pure parent t o throw off gem?ules.
The fact that variation is due to the male influence,
and that the action upon the male parent of unnatural
or changed conditions results in the variability of the
child, is well shown by crossing the hybrid with the pure
species, for when the male hybrid is crossed with a pure
female the children are much more variable than those
bornfram a hybrid mother by a pure father.
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The remarkable history of reciprocal crosses is, on the
whole, exactly what we should expect, and although
there are many difficulties, they are no greater than
the complexity of the subject would lead us to anticipate.
The study of variation brings out a number of secondary laws, all of which might have been derived from our
view of the nature of heredity.
The law that sexual offspring are more variable than
those produced asexually has just been discussed, and i t
is clearly in perfect accordance with our view.
Another most interesting and remarkable law-that
changed conditions do not act directly, but that they
cause subsequent generations t o vary-receives a simple
explanation as soon as me recognize that variation is due
to the transmission of gemmules, not t o the direct modifying influence of external conditions.
We can also understand why variation should itself
be hereditary, why specific characters should be more
variable than generic characters, why species of large
genera should vary more than species of small genera,
why a part developed to an unusual degree or in an unusual way should also be extremely variable, and why
secondary sexual characters should show a marked tendency to vary.
The study of secondary sexual characters aids us, like
the study of hybrids and of variation, to analyze or disentangle the influences of the two sexes in heredity.
These characters, therefore, possess especial interest in
connection with our subject. They are found, upon examination, to present many striking peculiarities which
might have been directly deduced from our view of the
nature of heredity.
As gemmules which w e formed in the male body am
much more likely to be transmitted to descendants, and
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thus to give rise to variation, than gemmules which are
formed in the female body, we should expect to find, in
a variation which first appears in a male, much more
tendency t o become hereditary than in a variation which
first appears in a female. For thesame reason we should
expect t o find an organ which is confined to males much
more likely than one confined to females to give rise t o
hereditary modifications.
For a similar reason we should expect the males of
unisexual animals to vary more than the females.
We can form some conception of the amount of modification which a n animal has recently undergone by comparing the adults with the young, and by comparing
allied species with each other.
When we make comparisons of this kind we find that
throughout the animal kingdom, with Fery few exceptions, wherever the sexes are separate and differ from
each other, the males of allied species differ from each
other more than the females do, and the adult male differs
more than the adult female from the young. This law
ia ao pronounced and conspicuous that its existence has
long been recognized by all naturalists.
We also find that organs which are confined to males,
or which are of more importance or are more perfectly
developed in the males than they are in the females, are
very much more likely to give rise to hereditary modifications than parts which are confined to or are most
developed in females; that a part which is tlius confined
to males is much more likely to vary than a similar female
part; that males are, as a rule, more variable than females;
and that the male leads and the female follows in the
evolution of new races.
The scientific accuracy of most of these generalizations
regarding secondary sexual characters has long been
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recognized, although no one, so far as I know, has
attempted to trace them back to a fundamental law of
heredity. On the contrary, most of the authors who have
discussed them have treated them rather as special cases
than as the results of a general principle, and analysis
shows that none of the explantitions which have been.
advanced are sufficiently broad to cover the whole
ground.
Daines Barrington and Wallace have held that the explanation of the fact that male birdsand male insects are
often so much more brilliantly colored and conspicuously
ornamented than the females is to be found in the fact
that the female, while laying her eggs or while incubating, is much more exposed to the attaclisof enemies than
the male, and that inasmuch as the perpetuation of the
race depends upon the safety of the females at this time,
natural selection has gradually exterminated the conspicuous females, and has preserved those with the least
striking colors.
We know, however, that the male is usually mora
brjlliantly colored than the female among reptiles which
do not incubate, and evcn among certain fishes where the
male attends to the eggs and young. It is therefore clear
that Wallace’s explanation stops short of the whole trnth,
and Darwin’s exhaustive review of the subject seems to
prove tliat amon$ birds i t is the male and not the female
which has been directly modified.
Darwin believes that the greater modification of the
males as compared with the females is due to sexual
selection. The males have struggled with each other for
the possession of the females, or have been selected by
the females, and this process long continned is believed
by him to have resulted in the perpetuation of the strongest, best armed, or most attractivc males.
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It is plain that sexual selection must have the effect
which Darwin attributes to it, but the fact that even in
choice breeds of domesticated aninials which are mated
according to the wislies of tlie breeder, and not according
to their own selection, the males are more modified than
the females, shows that behind the action of sexual selection some more profonnd 1.mmust exist.
Darwin believes that tliia explanation is to be found in
the fact that the male usually has stronger passions than
the female, aud is consequently more exposed to the action
of natural selection. IZe says that the perpetnation of
the race depends upon the existence of the sexual passion,
and that, since the male mnst in most cases seek the
female, the most eager males have left the greatest number of offspring, and have thus become selected.
Wlicn me bear in mind the fact that the parental
instinct is fully as important to the race as the sexual
instinct, and that this is usually most developed in the
female, we see that the failure of tlie female to undergo
modification for the good of the species as frequently as
the maIe cannot be explained without the recognition of
some more general law. The singular history of secondary scxual characters receives a ready explanation by the
lam of heredity, for this law leads 11s to look to the cells
of the male body for the origin of most of the variations
through which the species has attained to its 'present
organization.
Since gemmules which originate in a male body are
more likely to be transmitted than those formed in a
female body, and since gemmules are most likely to be
formed in the sex in whichan organis of most functional
importance, and therefore most subject to disturbing
influences, we can readily see why a part which is im-
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portant to males should vary more than a part which is
important to females.
We are thus able to understand tlie great difference in
the males of allied species, the difference between the
adult male and tlic female or young, and the great diversity and variability of secondary male characters, and we
should expect to find, what actually is the case, that
among the higher animals, when the sexes have long been
separated, the males are more variable than the
females.
I n the chapter on the intellectual differences betmeen
men and women, I have shown that those philosophical
writers who have devoted especial attention to the subject
have reached conclusions which are exactly what our 4iypothesis would lead us to expect. The viev that the
male mind is the progressive element in intellectual
development, and the female mind the conservative element,. accords with the views which have been generally
recognized and accepted by the common consent of mankind, and although our opinions upon this very complicated subject may possibly be very far from accurate, a
certain conformation to the demands of our hypothesis
cannot be denied.
The facts relating to hybrids, to variation, to the
secondary sexual characters of animals, and to the intellectual differences between men and women, which are
stated at some length in chapters V. to IX., cover a very
wide and diversified field, and any law mliich groups and
explains them all is certainly worthy of careful examination. The most candid review which I am able to give
to the evidence from all these sources, convinces me that
tlie explanation which I have offered in this book is at
least a step in the right direction, and that whether it be
accepted in its present form or not, it does serve to en-
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large our insight into the hidden relations between the
phenomena of nature.
Chapter XI. is devoted to ail examination of the law
of natnral sclcction, as modified by the law of heredity,
s l i d I have liere atfeniptcd to sliow that the acceptaiice
of this secondary law will remove the most serious objections to the view that our present f o r m of life have
been brought into existence through the survival of the
fittest variations, qnd I have also called attention to the
fact that tlic law of heredity is itself a result of the b w
of na t u r d select ion.
No oiie can deny that tliere are grave objections to the
law of natural selection in its origiiial form. Darlyin
admits this in many places, and ttble but dissenting
critics h a w stated most of tliese objections with great
ability. The evidence for tlie 1:im of natural selection ia
so many sided, so extensive, niid so satisfactory, that we
may fairly conclude that the dificultics will disappear
with greater knomlcdgc, and as none of its hostile critica
have proposcd anything mliatever to take its place, the
difficulties which they have pointed ont have liardly ieceivcd from naturalists the attention which they deserve.
One of tlie most serious objections is that natnral
selection cmnot effect any permanent modification of a
race, unless g e n t numbers of individuals vary in essentially the same may at nearly the same time, and that
tlic chances against this arc great beyond computation if
variations are purely fortuitous in Darmin’s sense of the
word.
Darwin lins acknowledged the weight o € this objection,
and tliere is no escape from the conclusion that natural
sclection fails to account for thc origin of species, unless
we can show that many ii1dividn:ils tend to vary at tlie
same time. According to our view, the production of
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gcnimulcs and the consequent variations are due to the
dircct action of changed conditions upon certain cells of
the body, and any cliangcvvliicli affects all tlie individuals
of a specics will cause tlic same part to vary i n all of tlicm
a t the same time. This objcction to tlie law of natural
selection is thus entirely removed.
The evolution of a complicated organism, or tlie modification of any part which includes a number of complicated structures, without destroying tlicir liarmonioue
adjustment to each other, dcmands a w r y greet number
of variations, and if t h e are fortuitous, we may well
doubt mlietlier tliere has bccn time enough for tlic cvolution of life by nataral selection. Acearcling to our theory
of hercdity, a change in one part of the body is i n itself
a cause of variation in rclatcd parts; and as cliariges thus
tcnd to occur wlierc and when they are needed, the time
wliicli is dcmandcd for tlie cvolntion of a complicated
organ by iiatural selcction is brought mitliin reasonable
limits, :md one of tlie most fundamental objections is
thus completely remorcd.
There are many reasons for believing that vari at'ions
under nature may not be so minute as Darwin snpposes,
but that evolution may take place by jumps or saltations.
According to our view a cliangc in one part will disturb
tlie harmony of related parts, and will cause their cells to
throw off gemmules. A slight change in one generation
may thus become in following generations a very considerable modification, and tliere is no reason why natural
selection should not be occasionally presented with great
and important saltations.
The lam of heredity also enables us t o understand the
occasional occurrence of parallel or analogous variation,
and tlie parallcl evolution of polyphylletic-groups.

